Flexible partitions made of plastic pipe strung together on cable and weighted with sand replace standard police barriers. The openings at top provide places for flowers, photos, and candles. These would be used along sidewalks through all stages of the recovery and reconstruction and be the primary element of the final configuration at the completed reconstruction site.
Movable fence sections can be used to protect the construction site and also to create smaller areas of enclosure or boundaries for street ends. They replace the flat barrier of a chain link fence with an undulating scale-like texture. They are made of expanded steel mesh on a pipe frame.
Figure eight patterns will be painted immediately on the street at key intersections. They not only visually tie one section of the city to another but indicate gathering places of earlier boundary positions. In the interim building phase there might be occasions when these figures are traced with flowers or candles.
Circular seating elements are placed at specific areas along the perimeter to create stopping places.
Bands of planters with trees that will create a flowering edge in the spring border the perimeter at intervals where space allows. At the end of the reconstruction process they may be incorporated into the site planting or possibly dispersed to different neighborhoods of the city or country.
Fence sections also provide space to accommodate the posting of notes and images.
Capitol Plane Digress Mark the site at ground level and from above.